
Cheat Sheet To Avoid ABA Claim Denials

If you file claims without verifying a client’s insurance coverage, the 

health plan can surprise you with either a rejection or denial.

Our experts will help you verify client information and VOB thoroughly 

in the initial screening with the insurance carrier. Prebilling audits of 

VOB and Authorization will help you avoid rejections and/or denials 

like Out of network, authorization, eligibility-related issues, etc.

Verification of Benefits (VOB) and Authorization

Prebilling actively monitors the visits from the appointments and has 

an eye on the transmission of the claim no later than 7 days 

(TFL related issues arrested).

Missing deadline to submit the claims

The prebilling audit process will help you solve the claims within 

30 days from submission and increase the Speed of collections and 

first-pass ratio. It will keep the AR Clean and organized.

Delay in receiving payments, claims added to the 
AR bucket

MUE, authorizations, eligibility, and modifier are the most frequent 

denials in Autism Billing, and all these can be arrested through 

prebilling validation.All the MUE and Authorizations are thoroughly 

monitored and corrected before submitting the claims to the payer 

to avoid denials.

Most frequent denials facing Autism billing and 
how can it be arrested?

Prebilling audits before claim submission will reduce Rejections & Denials. 
It will help you increase the clean-claim and first pass ratio & speed 

of collections. Let’s see how it helps!

Finally, the claim form is validated thoroughly before submission by our 
prebilling experts and will help you by being free from denials and rejections. 
Most claims are paid in the first submission itself which increases cash 

flow for the ABA Practice.
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Denials and rejections can be arrested through the 
prebilling audit process before submitting the claims to 

the payer in 4 steps:


